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Abstract

This study intends to describe a cause effect relationship between independent variables, words printed in cool color and words printed in warm color on the dependent variable, word retention. This study was conducted at second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon in the academic year 2015/2016 and the sample were 60 students randomly chosen from 179 students in all of 5 parallel classes to represent the population that using random sampling technique. The second grade of MIPA department consisted of 5 parallel classes with 179 students in all and 36 per class on the average. It is a quantitative research, the data are in form of test scores, and analyzed using the statistical technique (t-test), the results of statistical testing or analysis confirm that both the hypotheses dealing immediate is rejected which means that the alternative hypothesis is accepted, because at \( p \) (or \( \alpha \)) = .05 and \( df = 62 \), the \( t_{\text{observed}} \) is larger than the \( t_{\text{critical}} \) or \( 3.023 \geq 2.000 \). Similarly, the null hypothesis dealing with delayed retention was also rejected, because at \( p \) (or \( \alpha \)) = .05 and \( df = 62 \), the \( t_{\text{observed}} \) is larger than the \( t_{\text{critical}} \) or \( 4.062 \geq 2.000 \). In both immediate and delayed retentions, the subjects in cool color group outperformed those in warm color group. Based on this result, it can be concluded that words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect students’ immediate retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background also similarly with immediate retention, it can be concluded that words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect students’ delayed retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background. Based on the conclusion, it is suggested for English teachers to make maximal use of colors to help their students memorize new words in English. In addition, the information provided by this study is also important for textbook writers and teaching aid providers. Therefore, it is necessary that they make their textbooks and teaching aids colorful in order the students are interested in reading their textbooks and looking at the teaching aids used.
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INTRODUCTION

Vocabulary acquisition in foreign language learning is crucial. The crucial role that vocabulary plays is admitted by experts in second/foreign language teaching. All these experts implicitly admit that vocabulary should be the focus of foreign language teaching if learning a foreign language is to be successful. Theoretically, foreign language vocabulary can be taught explicitly or implicitly. Vocabulary can be taught or introduced to students through explicit teaching or direct instruction. This can be done by explicitly introducing a group of new words to students, explaining their meanings and contexts of use and having them practice using them in similar contexts. In the 2013 curriculum, for example, the teaching of vocabulary is integrated in the teaching of the four language skills. In such an indirect instruction, students are required to pay attention to the new words introduced during the teaching learning process and learn them by themselves.

In both direct and indirect instruction, in addition to textbooks, teaching aids such as pictures and flashcards are often used to enrich students’ vocabulary. With the advances in communication technology, various kinds of textbooks and teaching aids can be easily produced. As can be observed, the textbooks and teaching aid used at schools are colorful and make them more interesting for the students.

In the textbooks for SMP, new vocabularies, if carefully observed, are introduced to the students in various presentation formats. Some vocabulary tasks, for example, a number of new words are presented in single pictures; some others are presented separately with one picture or image each. Almost all of the pictures particularly static ones are colorful. The use of various kinds of colors is primarily intended to make not only the teaching of English more interesting, but also help students easily remember the materials being learned. Due to the diverse findings concerning color effect and nature of experimental research in which not all extraneous variables can be strictly controlled, the researcher finds it necessary to address the following research problems:

1. Which group of words more significantly affects immediate retention, those printed in cool color or in warm color?
2. Which group of words more significantly affects delayed retention, those printed in cool color or in warm color?

The purposes of this study are:

As with all experimental research, the present study was conducted to describe a cause effect relationship between independent variables, words printed in cool color and words printed in warm color on the dependent variable, word retention. Put it another way, the
study tried to find out which type of color, cool or warm, more significantly affected word retention of second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon.

It is hypothesized that words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect students’ immediate retention than words printed in warm with the same color background and words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affects delayed retention than those printed in warm color with the same color background.

In conducting this research, due to her limitations in time and financial support, the writer found it necessary to delimit her study. The delimitation was closely related to the words and colors selected to be experimented, length of the experimentation, subjects to be involved, and test to be used to assess the subjects’ word retention.

Concerning words and colors selected, this study dealt only with words denoting parts of a jet plane. These words were selected, because the students are familiar with jet plane, but not with various parts of it. Concerning colors, research finding indicated that warm colors generated more arousal and attention than cool colors (see 1.1). That was why warm and cool colors, specifically red and blue were selected.

Concerning length of the experimentation, the experiment was conducted in two phases: in the first phase, the subjects were to read and memorize a twenty-wordlist in twenty minutes; and in the second phase they were to write down all the words they could remember in ten minutes. The same procedure was repeated when assessing the subjects’ delayed retention.

Concerning the subjects of the experimentation, the subjects involved were second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon. The subjects and school were selected because they were accessible.

Concerning test, the test used to assess the subjects’ word retention was memory test in which the subjects were required to immediately write down as many words they had memorized as possible. There was no guessing in such a test.

THEORETICAL BASIS

Description of Colors

Color has been found to increase a person’s arousal. It is proposed by Faber Birren (1950) that warm colors, such as red and yellow, increase arousal more than cool colors, such as green and blue. Warm colors are vivid in nature. Artistically speaking, they are said to advance in space, opposed to cool colors that are soothing and tend to recede in space. Birren’s finding was supported by further research done by Greene, et.al (1983). They found that warm colors increase arousal compare to the cool colors.
Color is very important to make a concept in developing learning vocabulary in a teaching and learning process. It can help both teacher and students to share each ideas or opinion. In addition, they also concluded that while the children use the colors as a way to remember, it helps the retention of information. If color can increase arousal, and arousal can increase memory, then it is possible that we could find that color can increase the memory (Spence, Wong, Rusan and Rastegar, 2006).

**Memorization**

Memorization using working memory can last as little as a few seconds, and its capacity is very limited, playing a central role in individual differences in cognitive abilities (Myers, 2004). On average, a person’s mind can hold up between five to nine items at one moment; any effort to try to hold more than that more than likely will result in forgetting the “middle” items (Cowan, 2008). Memorization skills vary in techniques and what aspects the individual chooses to use it for. A student may use a certain method to aid in memorizing vocabularies, whereas an employee may have a completely different method to try to memorize procedural steps in completing a task. Rehearsal and practice can increase the strength of responses, regardless of age, if it is done enough (Baddeley, 2003).

Word length has been shown to effect one’s working memory pertaining to the memorization of words in recall tests. As the number of long words to memorize in a list increase, the proportion of correct responses decreases, if there is no suppression of the phonologic loop. If other components of working memory are suppressed, correct responses for long and short words also decrease (Cowan, Baddeley, Elliot, & Norris, 2003).

Within word length, the number of sounds when a word is spoken in a language (phonemes) and the number of syllables have also been shown to effect the memorization of words during recall tasks. Based on Finnish phonotactics, three-syllable items were recalled less than short pseudo words structured as consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel and two-syllable items. Researchers contrasted the difference between the numbers of syllables with the number of phonemes. Two-syllable items with six different phonemes were as difficult to recall as three-syllable items (Service, 1998).

Experiments on environmental context effects have shown a relationship to recall of items. The environmental context of background color for to-be-remembered items, in free recall, has shown mixed results. Background color always exists behind any item although it may not always be noticed. When background color is the same or repeatedly changed for each to-be-remembered item, no significant context effects are found and recall is not significantly affected. However, to-be-remembered items were recalled more frequently when against the same background color during study and test times (Isarida, Takeo and Isarida, Toshiko, 2007).
Researchers have studied the use of a highlighting marker as a tool to emphasizing text material to determine if retention scores increase. Participants were divided into four groups, actively highlighting, passive highlighting, experimenter highlighting, and no highlighting. Although there were no significances in total scores for all four groups, the experimenter highlighting group scores were significantly better than the no highlighting group scores on 18 test questions pre-highlighted for the experimenter group. Overall, this test qualified highlighting as a means to increase retention for long-term memory. Whether it was the use of a highlighting pen or that the participant chooses to emphasize a specific part of the article to remember, has yet to be studied (Fowler & Barker 1974).

An experiment involving colored letters and color names in a modified memory recall test have also been conducted. Color names and Xs printing in colored ink were recalled equally, whereas color names printed in incongruent colored ink were recalled significantly less. Participants choose the actual printed word rather than the color printed on the word in this experiment (Sagi, 1980).

The literature review search yielded no published research on the interaction of both word length and color on working memory for memorizing words or word recall. As suggested in prior research, continuous different color backgrounds or the same color background for memorizing long words with multiple syllables will be more difficult to recall than two separate colored backgrounds for the same list of words. The interaction of both factors of word length and color, and how they affect word memorization, would be affected by the different variations of long words selected and in which way color was used in conjunction with those words.

**Effects of Color on Attention and Memory**

Colors are often used as an effective tool to display information, deliver a certain message, and decorate for art purposes (Dzulkifli & Mustafar 2013). Many researchers have conducted studies to understand this wide use of colors and particularly explore the relationship between color and memory (Pan 2010). Based on the argument that attention is an important process of memory that is necessary to transfer information from sensory to short-term memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin 1986), these studies have investigated whether colors can contribute to increasing people’s attention level and thereby lead to better performance on memory tasks. This question was explored by measuring participants’ ability to match colors to objects and comparing obtained reminiscence of colored and non-colored materials. It was expected that if colors capture more attention from people and high level of attention promotes memory retention, colored materials should lead to better recall and retention.

Overall, this hypothesis was born out in empirical studies. Farley and Grant (1976) randomly assigned 52 undergraduate nursing students to either color or black-and-white
presentation condition and compared their performances on immediate and seven-day memory retention tasks. Their results demonstrate that color presentation has greater effect than non-color presentation on attention and memory. Spence et al. (2006) also investigated the recognition of colored natural scene images and gray-scale natural scene images by 120 participants.

The two types of presentation resulted in significant differences, with the participants’ recognition of colored images approximately 5% higher than that of gray-scaled images. Smilek et al. (2001) further found that congruent colors are more effective than incongruent colors in memorizing numbers. When digit numbers were presented in three different conditions, that is, black and white, congruent color, and incongruent color, the participants performed better in recalling numbers presented in congruent colors.

Another interesting study was conducted by Pan (2009), who compared the effect of color with that of shape on recognition by asking participants to identify whether the color or shape of two previously presented objects was the same or not. The result showed that color captured more attention than shape of objects, as evidenced in shorter response time to determine color differences than shape differences. The study by Miyakoda et al. (2013) was different from the previous studies in that it investigated the effect of color in relation to vocabulary retention. Yet, it again confirmed the color effect by showing that learners obtained higher memory retention rates for vocabulary presented in colored letters. Overall, previous studies have demonstrated that colors cause a higher level of attention and arousal and thereby lead to better memory performance. The present study attempted to replicate this finding in the context of L2 vocabulary learning and also compared color effect with serial-position effect.

Related Studies

A number of studies have been previously done on the effect of color on memory. The studies are experimental, action research, and surveys in nature.

Martinez, et al., (2010) investigated whether retrieval would be best when study materials and tests are printed on the same colored paper, consistent with the encoding specificity principle. Undergraduates read a passage printed on red or green paper (Experiment 1) or white paper (Experiment 2), and took a test printed on red or green paper (Experiment 1) or white, blue, green, yellow, or pink paper (Experiment 2). ANOVAs revealed no significant interaction and no significant effect of the test’s paper color (p > .05), but a small effect of the passage’s paper color did very closely approach statistical significance (p = .052). Participants who studied material on green paper outperformed those who studied material on red paper. These findings suggest that educators using different colors to distinguish test versions will
not negatively impact students’ performance, but that the color of study materials will affect the amount retained.

Huchendorf (2007) examined whether color has an effect on memory. Participants were 115 college undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology course. They were each given a packet consisting of a list of 20 words, a mathematical task, a blank recall sheet, and a demographic questionnaire. All sheets within each packet were the same color, but different participants received warm colored (red and yellow), cool colored (green and blue), or white packets. The participants were given one minute to memorize the list of words. They then completed the mathematical task. Lastly, they tried to recall as many words as possible on the blank recall sheet. The percentage of words recalled correctly was the dependent variable. A one-way ANOVA was conducted and the results indicated that there was not a statistically significant difference in percentage of words recalled based on packet color.

Dae (2010) explores the role that color can influence people’s visual attention and working memory through a computer-based experiment. With the assumption that there are trade-offs between attention/memory, and loading tasks which create distractions (e.g., tasking/working people cannot afford to pay attention to other objects, and no tasking people would more pay attention to the objects), the study examines the effects of colors on people’s visual attention and the relevance of attention to retention of working memory by performing a dual-task experiment called the box shooting test. The results show that the color effect shows significant differences on working memory indicating that color would more significantly play a role for forming people’s memory rather than holding attention.

Cabal (2005) studied color-association in memory prompted the question about color and its effects on memory. The primary purpose of this experiment is to find differences in memory retention between a list enumerated in black ink and another enumerated in various colored ink. His hypothesis states that there will be no profound difference between retention of words in black ink and retention of words in different-colored inks. The data collected will be analyzed to find out if either gender is more efficient in remembering words from either black or colored lists. By listing and comparing the data collected, it should be evident which gender remembers more words, assuming one gender remembers more than the other. Words from the list in black ink are more likely to be remembered than words from the colored list. Men retained more words from either list than women had.

Stitt and Pula (2013) conducted a 14-day short-term, classroom action-research study examined the differences between using traditional black-and-white flash cards and those with colored text in relation to vocabulary acquisition and low-level information recall with middle school students. Specifically, two comparable language arts classes of on-level seventh graders with mixed abilities participated in the study. Students in one section made flash cards with black letters; students in the other section made flash cards of the same
words using self-selected colors. Students took a pretest and a posttest designed to show understanding gained of a subset of the definitions of the words studied. Statistical analysis using two-tailed \( t \)-tests assuming equal variances showed students remembered definitions better when they studied incolor. A major conclusion of the study is that students may be more likely to retain information with the aid of sensory recall through color.

Kimura et al., (2013), in Experiment 1, measured the memory color effects of logos which varied in terms of their familiarity (high, middle, or low). Results demonstrate that the memory color effect occurs only in the high-familiarity condition, but not in the middle- and low-familiarity conditions. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between the memory color effect and the actual number of domestic stores of the brand. In Experiment 2, they assessed the semantic association between logos and food/beverage names by using a semantic priming task to elucidate whether the memory color effect of logos relates to consumer brand cognition, and found that the semantic associations between logos and food/beverage names in the high-familiarity brands were stronger than those in the low-familiarity brands only when the logos were colored correctly, but not when they were appropriately or inappropriately colored, or achromatic.

Parker, Nitse, and Tay (2009) conducted a survey on consumer satisfaction in relation to consumer retention of color inaccuracy in consumer products. Results indicate that consumers are aware of color inaccuracies and that their reactions will negatively impact the marketer. Over 55% of the consumers surveyed indicate that they will not make future purchases from an online merchant that delivered an item in a color that did not match their expectations. Color inaccuracy has many negative consequences, the most important of which is customer defections. This indicates that colors play important role in our daily life.

**METHODOLOGY**

This study aims at describing cause-effect relationships between independent, *words printed in warm color with white background* and *words printed in cool color with the same color background*, and dependent variable, *word retention*. The independent variable is the variable intentionally selected in order to see its effect; the dependent is the one that is observed in order to know the effect of the dependent.

There are two kinds of variables in this research. They are independent and dependent variables. Independent variable or the major variable is the variable which is selected manipulated and measured by the researcher (Walliman, 2011:10). In this study, *words printed in warm color with white background, and those printed in cool color with the same background are the independent variables. Word Retention (Immediate and Delayed) is the*
dependent variable. The dependent variable is a variable which one observes and measures to determine the effect of the independent variable (Walliman, 2011:10).

Since this study is experimental, the experimental design should be used. The design used is the one called posttest-only controlled group design. The design is selected because the design which is good in controlling most of other variables which may possibly affect results of the experimental treatment. Experimental treatment itself refers to any condition intentionally selected for observation of its effect on the dependent variable. The design can be visualized as this:

In terms of the nature of data and how they were analyzed, the present research fell into the category of quantitative research. It was quantitative in that the data were in the form of test scores, and analyzed statistically.

The population of this study was second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon in the academic year 2015/2016. The second grade of MIPA department consisted of 5 parallel classes with 179 students in all and 36 per class on the average.

The data representing the second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon students’ immediate and delayed retention of vocabulary were collected using a memory recall test in which the subjects in the two treatment groups were to memorize the words printed in warm and cool colors with the same background color in twenty minutes and soon after that they immediately wrote down as many words they could remember as possible (immediate retention) and a week later (delayed retention) in ten minutes each.

The words selected to be memorized were words denoting parts of the body of a jet plane. These words were selected for this experimentation because although all the subjects had once seen at least a jet plane directly or indirectly, the technical terms related to parts of the plane were unfamiliar to them.

The data in this in the form of test scores representing the second graders of MIPA at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon students’ immediate and delayed retention of vocabulary were statistically analyzed. Since this study was a true experimental research, the data were analyzed statistically using t-test.

This statistical technique is usually used if the assumptions of normality, homogeneity of variance, etc are met. However, these assumptions can be ignored if the number of sample in the two groups are equal and that the minimal sample size is thirty per group. According to Hays (1973 cited in Moore, 1983:281), assumption of normality do not greatly affect the results with sample sizes of 30 or more. Violations of the assumption of homogeneity of variances also have little effect on the t-test value when sample sizes are equal.
This research was conducted in SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon. This school is located on Jln. Siswa No. 129, Kelurahan Walian Kecamatan Tomohon Selatan, Kota Tomohon. The details of the school are as follows:

1. **The Teaching Staff**

There are 58 teachers who handle 1195 students. They were assigned to teach certain subjects according to their field of studies. The distribution of teachers, part timers and administrative staff is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vice Principal</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>S-1/S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Full time teacher</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>S-1/S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Part time Teacher</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>S-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>S-1/D-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **The Students**

SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon consisted of three grades. Each grade consisted of several parallel classes. There were 1195 students studying there with the specification:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Number of Classes</th>
<th>Average Number students/class</th>
<th>Total Number of students/grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIPA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIPA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIPA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Facilities**

There were several kinds of facilities at SMA Negeri 1 Tomohon. The facilities were as follows:
### Table III. School Facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Principal room</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Teaching staffs room</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IPA Laboratory</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Language Laboratory</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Computer Laboratory</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Multimedia room</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Room for counseling and career development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Room for OSIS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Room for UKS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Koperasi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hall</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Art Room</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>House of Security for School</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FINDING AND DISCUSSION

As the hypothesis, $H_0$ means there is no significant correlation between the variables; $H_1$ means there is a significant correlation between the variables. If the probability (sig) > 0.05 means that $H_0$ is accepted; if the probability (sig) < 0.05 means that $H_0$ is rejected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Treatment</th>
<th>$\alpha$ level</th>
<th>$t$ (observed)</th>
<th>$t$ (critical)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Retention</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.023</td>
<td>2.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Retention</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.062</td>
<td>2.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result of the data analysis indicates that at $p$ (or $\alpha$) = 0.05 and $df = 62$, the $t$ (observed) is larger than the $t$ (critical) or $3.023 \geq 2.000$. This, in other words means that the null hypothesis, *Words printed in cool color with white background do not more significantly affect students’ immediate retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background*, is rejected. This, in turn, means that the alternative hypothesis, *words printed in cool color...*
with white background more significantly affect students’ immediate retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background, is accepted.

Result of the data analysis indicates that at $p$ (or $\alpha$) = .05 and $df = 62$, again the $t_{\text{observed}}$ is larger than the $t_{\text{critical}}$ or $4.062 \geq 2.000$. This, in other words means that the null hypothesis, words printed in cool color with white background do not more significantly affect delayed retention than those printed in warm color with the same color background, is rejected. This, in turn, means that the alternative hypothesis, words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect delayed retention than those printed in warm color with the same color background is accepted. In both immediate and delayed retentions, the subjects in cool color group outperformed those in warm color group.

**Conclusion**

Based on the result and discussion, this study can be concluded as follows:

The data analysis using $t$-test concerning with the first research question, result of the analysis indicates that at $p$ (or $\alpha$) = .05 and $df = 62$, the $t_{\text{observed}}$ is larger than the $t_{\text{critical}}$ or $3.023 \geq 2.000$. Based on this result, it can be concluded that words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect students’ immediate retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background.

Concerning with the second research question, the result of the statistical analysis indicates that at $p$ (or $\alpha$) = .05 and $df = 62$, again the $t_{\text{observed}}$ is larger than the $t_{\text{critical}}$ or $4.062 \geq 2.000$. Based on this result, it can be concluded that words printed in cool color with white background more significantly affect students’ delayed retention than words printed in warm color with the same color background.
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